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Abstract
It has been noticed that one of the main challenges for e-commerce sites is providing the users
with an efficient search function. It has also been noticed that the search function is one of the
things the user is valuing the most when evaluating an e-commerce. The information
technology enables the possibility to consume almost anything one could wish for. The
challenge is in how to find this specific item. It is hence of interest to examine how to
improve the search tool and what effect the updated search tool results in.
The objective of this research is twofold. The objective motivated by economic factors is to
examine how a user’s ability to find relevant items is affected by being able to refine a search
result by selecting relevant attribute values. The other objective has a more technical character
and is to examine how the rule based method performs in terms of extracting attribute values
for enable the creation of the filtering function.
The examinations for this research is conducted at a Swedish online auction company that due
to the structure of its e-catalogue provides a suitable setup for the examinations. Because of
the examinations being conducted in the environment of the auction company’s system this
limits the result to only being representative for data with the same characteristics as the
auction company’s.
For answering the questions stated in the objective two methods are applied. One for
examining the economic part and one for examining the technical part. The economic
question is answered after analysing the result of an A/B-test conducted at the auction
company. For answering the technical examination an information extraction technique is
evaluated.
The result of the economical examination is that a significant increase in conversion rate can
be concluded for the system version with filtering enabled. The result of the technical
examination shows that the rule based method can be used for information extraction in some
cases. However, the obtained accuracy will be affected by the characteristics of the data the
information extraction is performed on.
Keywords: Information Extraction, Search Cost, Long Tail Inventory, Filtering Function,
Attribute Extraction.

Sammanfattning
En av de främsta utmaningarna för näthandelssiter är att skapa en välfungerande sökfunktion.
Sökfunktion har också blivit identifierad som en av de funktioner användarna anser vara
viktig då de utvärderar näthandelssiter. Informations teknologin har medfört möjligheten att
konsumera i princip vad som helst om man bara lyckas hitta denna specifika sak. Det är
därför av intresse att undersöka hur sökfunktioner kan utvecklas och förbättras och vilken
effekt denna uppdaterade version av sökfunktionen medför.
Det finns två huvudsyften med detta examensarbete. Det ena syftet är ekonomiskt motiverat
och undersöker hur användarnas förmåga att hitta relevanta saker påverkas av att ha tillgång
till en filter funktion. Det andra syftet har en mer teknisk karaktär och behandlar hur en
regelbaserad teknik fungerar för att extrahera attributvärden från text för att göra det möjligt
att skapa en sådan filter funktion.
Undersökningarna är utförda på en svensk auktionssite då detta företags e-katalog består av
data som är passande för underökningarna. Eftersom underökningarna är utförda på auktions
sitens data kan dock resultatet av undersökningarna inte direkt tillämpas på system vars data
skiljer sig mycket från auktionssitens.
Undersökningen som syftar till att besvara den ekonomiskt motiverade frågan är baserad på
data som tagits fram genom ett A/B-test för att undersöka filterfunktionens effekt. För att
besvara den tekniska frågan utvärderas en regelbaserad informations extraktions teknik.
Resultatet av den tekniska undersökningen påvisar att filter funktionen medför en signifikant
ökning i konvertering. Resultatet av den tekniska undersökningen visar att den regelbaserade
metoden i vissa fall kan användas. Dock kommer den uppnådda precisionen vara påverkad av
karakteristiken för den data informationen extraheras ur.
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Nomenclature
Notations
Acronyms
IE

Information Extraction

NER

Named Entity Recognition

Terms
Attribute

A property of an object. Such properties could be colour, material,
size or type.

Attribute Value

The value of the property. For example, if the attribute is colour
corresponding attribute values could be: pink, green and yellow.

Unstructured Data

In the context of this research the term unstructured data will be
used to describe data that is not searchable.

Conversion

In the context of this thesis conversion is defined as a user action
on a web-site that the web-site owner wants the user to do.

Filtered Search

Technique for allowing users to access a collection of information
elements by applying multiple filters.
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1 INTRODUCTION
1.1 Introduction
With the rise of the Internet one of the most prominent trends in the business world is the
emerge of e-commerce. This has been the case for the last decade and it is still an important
area for retailers to consider to sustain a competitive business model (Muntjir and Tasnim,
2016). PostNord recently published their annual report (Postnord, 2016) of e-commerce
trends in the Nordics. This report confirms that online shopping is an enduring trend that now
is an integrated part of people’s daily life. Of the 19’122 responding Swedes 67% answered
that they online shopped an average month during 2016. The average value a Swede online
shopper spent on their internet shopping were estimated to be €151 per month for the same
year. In the same report it was evaluated which features of an e-commerce are considered
most important for the consumers. The result was that when the respondents were asked
which features were most important when choosing which e-commerce to shop from 96%
answered easy navigation within the site and 93% answered a good search function.
Since the search is one of the initial steps in a consumers shopping experience on a website
and with the steadily increasing competition on the e-commerce market it is especially
important that the user gets a satisfying experience. If the customer is not satisfied with the
experience there is a high risk of losing the customer to some of the competitors since they
only are one klick away (Zhang et al. 2006). Even though the importance of search is well
known the complexity of making a good performing search function is something web sites in
general is struggling with. In fact, English et al. (2002) claims that search is one of the
primary usability problems in website design.
The strategic and economic analysis of e-commerce is a research stream with enduring
relevance that continues to offer unique insights into effective management practices
(Clemons et al., 2010). The area of search cost has from the beginning of this line of research
been an area that invokes interest (Bakos, 1997). Years later search cost still is a relevant
research area when studying e-commerce (Ghose et al., 2012).
One of the main differences between online retailers and retailers that only competes offline is
the fact that online retailers can reach a wider range of consumers. Another common
difference between online and offline retailers is that online retailers can sell a greater variety
of products to a lower cost compared to traditional retailers which results in online retailers
often can offer lower prices than in store. (Wimble et al., 2016) This phenomena of retailers
being able to sell a wider range of products and still make the business profitable since they
can reach a wider range of consumers is called the long tail affect (Anderson, 2006).
Information system research often argues that the reduction in search cost is what causes the
long tail effect (Wimble et al., 2016). For being able to make a profit of long tail products it is
obvious that consumers need to be able to find the searched for product among the product
selection of the retailer. It is therefore of interest to examine how differed search techniques
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perform in the task of helping the customer detect the searched for item which is one of the
main objectives of this research.
There have been a lot of research done on different search techniques and several techniques
have been examined. Filtered search has become one of the more popular search methods for
e-commerce after being examined by several researchers. This technique allows users to filter
their result in multiple ways by selecting attribute values that matches their searched for item.
For being able to implement filtered search the items in the catalogue needs to have the
attribute values assigned to them. To manually assign attribute values to each item quickly
gets time consuming as the database grows. The other objective of this research is hence to
examine how this can be done more efficiently.

1.2 Background
This thesis will be conducted with a Swedish online auction company. The company is
experiencing a big challenge with their search function because of the unstructuredness of the
data in their e-catalogue. The problem of finding the searched for item in the catalogue is not
only noticed by the company itself. Also their users state that they are experiencing
difficulties in finding the sought for item. In a survey conducted by the company where the
users are asked how they think the search function is working, 32% of the user’s state that
they cannot find the item they are looking for even though they know the item exists in the
database.
What makes the data so unstructured and thereby increases the complexity of search is the
fact that the users are the ones in charge of placing the items in the catalogue. The user is free
to describe the item in any way within 80 characters. The only structure of the data is where
in the four level hierarchy tree the user chooses to place the item.
Because of the lack of structure in the data there are currently only two ways to search for
items in the database. Either to browse in the hierarchy tree or by entering a search query.
One of the two main problems with browsing through the hierarchy tree is the fact that the
method does not provide a search result granular enough. Even though the user refines the
result by clicking through all four steps in the tree the user is faced with an unmanageably
large amount of items. The other main problem is caused by how different users identifies
items. What one seller user might place in the category Shirt another user is searching for in
the category Blouses. Because of the category tree it is not possible to show items from
several categories at once which might would help this problem.
Another major issue with different users describing items differently is noticed when
searching for items by search queries. Since the users are free to describe their items in any
way they want, it gets almost impossible to know how another user have described their item.
For items with unusual names or brands the problem of misspelling makes this problem even
more noticeable.
Since the company’s revenue stream is dependent on the sales of items on the site, and the
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sales of course are in direct relation to the user’s ability to find relevant items on the site, it is
of extreme importance for the company to have a well performing search function.
There have been a lot of research done in the area of search, examining what techniques are
performing best as a tool for helping users to find the sought for item and how these
techniques are perceived by the users. Several studies have suggested the filtered search
alternative as a best practise which can be noticed in the market today as this method is used
by most of the big e-commerce companies.

1.3 Objectives
The objective of this research is to examine how the users search cost is affected by
developing the search function and how this update of the search function can be done. The
objective is thereby divided in two main parts:
The first part will examine the economic effect of providing the user the filtering function.
More specifically, this part of the research will examine how the user’s ability to find relevant
items is affected by having access to the filtering function. The objective of this examination
is to examine how the users search cost is affected by being able to refine the search result
using the filtering function.
The second part of the study is to examine a technique for enabling the implementation of
such a filtering function. The technique that will be examined is a technique for extracting
attributes from text. This because identifying attribute values is necessary for being able to
create a search alternative where the user can refine the search result by filtering it on suitable
attribute values.
There have been a lot of research done on information extraction and many of the recent
publications have suggested machine learning techniques since these are the ones proven to
perform best. However, machine learning requires a lot of initial work for creating the
mandatory training set which makes implementing this technique rather cost intense. Because
of this it is of interest to, in a real case, examine the performance of the rule based method to
see if this method can be suggested as the first step in the work towards a filter enabled search
alternative.
This research will therefore examine if the rule based method is a suitable technique to use for
extracting attributes as a first step in the work of structuring an unstructured database. The
goal of the attribute extraction is to enable the implementation of a filter enabled search
alternative. The objective of the technical part of this research is therefore to test the precision
of the rule based approach when extracting attributes.

1.4 Thesis question and technical problem
The high level problem is, as mentioned, the process of implementing a filter enabled search
alternative and examine how this affects the users ability to find relevant items. More
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specifically the technical problem is in finding a suitable method for structuring the
unstructured data to be able to implement a filtering function. The economical question is
how such a filtering function affects the users search cost for finding the sought for item. This
thesis will hence seek answer to the question,
RQ1: How does the filtering function affects the users search cost and is the rule based
approach suitable for structuring the data to enable the creation of such a function?
For answering the RQ1 two sub questions are formulated, one focusing on the economical
aspect, RQ1.1 and one focusing on the technical aspect, RQ1.2.
RQ1.1: How does the faceted filtering option affect the users ability to find relevant items?
RQ1.2: How well does a rule based attribute extraction technique performs in terms of
identifying attribute values for enabling the creation of a filtering function?

1.5 Delimitations
For making the work manageable within the constraints of this thesis the first delamination is
to focus on a specific category of the auction site when doing the examinations. One category
will be the focus of the technical study while another category will be the focus of the
economic study. Why two different categories are chosen is because in one category, the shoe
category, the filtering function already has been implemented. This category is hence suitable
for the economical examination.
For the technical study the data in the clothing category will be used to examine if the rule
based attribute extraction technique is suitable for structuring the data. This, to enable the
creation of a filtering function also in this category.
For the technical study further delimitations are done for making the work manageable within
the constraints of this research. The precision of the rule based method will only be examined
for one attribute. The results can therefor only give direct indications for attributes with a
similar complexity to the attribute chosen as the subject for the method in this research.
Another important factor to consider is that this thesis only examines one system, that of the
auction company. This is important to consider especially for the technical part of this
research since this part is highly dependent on the characteristics of the system. If a similar
study would be conducted for another system, the method would need to be alter after the
characteristics of that system.
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2 THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK
2.1 Internet Enable Sales of the Long Tail
The phenomena of media distributors top hits and retailers best-selling items is no longer an
as obvious fact as it has been during the 20th century. The new information technology
enables a new economic model that benefits the niches instead of the hits. This phenomenon
was presented by Anderson (2006) and is denoted the long tail. The concept is all about
benefiting on the sales of niche items, items that are sold more rarely. For being able to do
this it is of sufficient importance to enable the users to find the item the specific user is
looking for.
For explaining the long tail lets first considers its opposite, the short head consisting of
frequently sold items. Anderson (2006, pp. 125-127) presents the Italian economist Paretos
economic theory often denoted as the 80/20 rule. Around the 1890s Pareto conducted studies
on how the wealth was distributed amongst the population. What he found was that around 20
percent of the population owned 80 percent of the wealth. He found this to be the case in in
several countries. This theory of unequal distribution has been studied in all different kinds of
areas such as for example linguistic, atomic theory and population statistics.
The same 80/20 rule can be applied to traditional bricks and mortar retailers where around 20
percent of the products creates 80 percent of the revenue. For these retailers, inventory costs
tend to be quite high. This leads to products not selling that well, being unprofitable. For these
retailers it therefore makes most sense to focusing on the popular, mainstream products
selling to most of the customers. (Anderson, 2006)

Image 2.1: Shows how 20% of the products generates 80% of the revenues and 100% of the
profit. (Anderson, 2006)
Beyond the inventory cost, the other main factor hindering traditional retailers to focus on the
long tail is the phenomena Anderson (2006, pp. 17-18) denotes “the tyranny of locality”. As
the traditional retailer reaches its customers through the local store the customer needs to be
situated somewhat close to this particular store. Because of this, traditional retailers will only
carry items that will generate a demand, amongst the local customers, that is sufficient enough
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to earn its keep. However, most of the customers do want more than just the mainstream
items. All customers have a taste that in some way departs from the mainstream. The more
customers explore these more niche items the more they discover that these items are the ones
they actually want. These items is what the long tail consist of, all the niche product sold in
fewer editions.

Image 2.2: Illustrates the long tail as the big number of niched products sold in fewer
editions. (Anderson, 2006)
The demand of the product variation in the long tail is not possible for the traditional retailers
to please. Even though the economic restrictions discussed above would not have been a
restriction, there is simply not physically room to display all the needed items to fulfil
everyone’s niched taste in a physical store. This situation creates a great opportunity for
revenue streams if it is possible to reach a big enough customer group with a product variety
great enough.
For visualizing this Anderson (2006, pp. 20-22) presents the online music store Rhapsody, a
subscription-based streaming service. Looking at the monthly statistics of downloads at
Rhapsody, the demand curve looks much like any record stores. With a great demand for the
top tracks and a long tail of few downloads of less popular tracks.

Image 2.3: Shows the demand curve of the subscription based online music store Rhapsody.
(Anderson, 2006)
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Naturally, there are a few tracks, the top hits, that definitely are dominating as the most
downloaded ones.
However, with a closer look at the tail it gets clear that, even though the tail seems
insignificant in image 2.3, the number of downloads of the tail is quite a big part of
Rhapsody’s total downloads since there are so many tracks that is part of the tail.

Image 2.4: Shows how the tail continues on and on. (Anderson, 2006)
For a traditional retailer there would not be a way of offering this amount of tracks. However,
since Rhapsody is not restricted by limited inventory space or by the tyranny of location it
definitely makes sense to offer the tracks in the tail since they together stand for 15% of
Rhapsody’s total downloads.
This case is not only the reality at Rhapsody, looking at the two other online distributors the
fact is that a significant amount of their sales comes from products not found at the offline
retailer.

Image 2.5: Shows the part of products not found at the biggest offline stores as part of total
sales for three big online retailers. (Anderson, 2006)
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These companies have, by overcoming geographical and scale limitations, not only expanded
their markets but also discovered entirely new ones. Markets that the traditional, offline
retailer cannot reach. These markets have proven to be far bigger than anyone expected.
When offering a greater variety off supply these companies realized that the demand followed
the supply. Anderson (2006, pp. 52) mean that our culture and economy are moving towards
this new economy, where the focus now instead is on the huge number of niched products.

2.2 Lower Search Cost to Profit of the Tail
Economics of the long tail is all about profiting on sales of the huge amount of niched
products. The market today consists of so many different products so theoretically it could be
possible to buy almost anything a customer would want. However, this cannot be the reality
unless the customer is able to find the sought for item. In the same way it is not possible to
make profit out of a greatly diversified inventory if the customer cannot find their specific
niched item in the selection. (Anderson, 2006, pp. 85-88)
Anderson (2006) mean that it is the new technology that have made “the tail phenomena”
possible. Without the digital distribution of media and the new channels enabled by IT the
cost of reaching the right customer with the right niche would have been far too high. The
possibility to offer a broad enough supply would not either be possible without information
systems enabled by the digital techniques. There are companies that have created their
business model around this opportunity of connecting demand and supply. These companies
are called long tail aggregators and their business model is all about earning money of the
long tail. This, by collecting a huge variety of goods sold by multiple sellers and make them
available and easy to find for the users in a marketplace. (Anderson, 2006)
To only offer a broad variety of supply to a big customer base is however not enough. With a
bigger variety of products in the inventory it gets harder for the customer to find the sought
for item. They key for being able to actually make a profit of the tail is to lower the customers
search cost for finding their specific niched product.
In economics, search costs refer to anything that is hindering a seeker to find the sought for
item. It can be monetary cost such as for example the cost of buying the wrong item or paying
a higher price due to not have found the cheaper alternative. It can also be non-monetary cost
such as wasted time, hassle or confusion. Anything that makes it easier to find the wanted
item for the price one is willing to pay lowers the search cost (Anderson, 2006, pp. 56-57).
To solve the issue of reaching the right person with the right product Anderson (2006, pp.
108-111) points out the need of filters. Filters are the tools that identifies the right products
from the inventory selection for being able to display it to the right customer.

2.3 Search Techniques
As mentioned in the introduction the ease of navigation and ability to find the searched for
item is proven to be of significant importance for the user when choosing which e-commerce
8

to shop from. There have been a lot of research done on search techniques. Data base query
search is one of the main techniques that have been researched (Duan et al, 2013; Endrullis et
al 2012; Hagen et al 2010; Mirsha et al, 2011). Modern search engines, such as the one
Google runs, where one can search with query search provides well developed techniques for
known-item search. Phrased in e-commerce terms this search method is suitable for targeted
shoppers, that is, the user knows what is sought for. However, for exploratory search, which is
when a user is searching without an exactly defined target this technique is not as sufficient.
(Nudelmam et al., p. 33, 2011)
For addressing the issue of providing a nicer shopping experience for customers who are not
sure what they are looking for the filterd search technique have become popular within the ecommerce world. This technique allows the user to accesses a collection of items by filtering
them on a single or multiple attribute values. This technique, in comparison with hierarchical
classification that organizes the items in a single predetermined way, allows the data to be
ordered in multiple ways. This is done by designing an interface where the user can select the
attribute values that corresponds to their search request where upon items that matches the
search are displayed. Examples of attributes for an e-commerce selling clothes could be
colour, brand, size, model etc. (Nudelman et al., p. 114, 2011)
The issue that filtered search by its nature conflicts with the web designers rule that no
information shall be more than three clicks away was raised by Porter (2003). The issue lies
in the three-click rule saying that by every click a user has to make there is a drop-off rate and
faceted search demands the user to make more clicks than by only typing in the search request
for query search. However, Porters (2003) study showed no correlation between the numbers
a user needs to make and the success in finding the sought for item. (Tunkelang, p. 7, 2009)
Several other studies have investigated the user perception of filtered search both in terms of
user-friendliness and in its ability to detect the sought for item. Pratt, Herast and Faga (1999)
questioned if filtered search were better than clustering and relevancy- ranked results. They
found that the filtered search method was significantly higher rated by users compared to the
other two search methods.
Yee et al. (2003) developed an interface called Flamenco for studying the use of faceted
metadata. The study concluded that even though their filter interface was much slower than
the interface without a filtered browsing option the Flamenco interface was strongly preferred
by the study participants.
English et al (2002) compares a filtered interface with a hierarchical tree browsing option and
concludes that the participants in their study preferred the filtered search for browsing and
exploring while for locating a specific object the simpler hierarchy tree search were more
suitable.
Nasir Uddin and Janecek (2007) evaluated the filtering alternative by comparing this to a
traditional search result page. One of the outcomes of their research presents which features
of filtering are considered most useful by the participants. Two of these features were being
9

able to switch between different filters and combine filtering options. These publications are
some of the ones presented in Fagans (2010) literature review that examines how filtered
search affects user search performance. Fagans (2010) concludes that there are several
empirical evidence that filtered search improves users search performance.

2.4 Attribute Extraction
For being able to filter a dataset the items in the database needs to have attribute values
associated with them. If is of significant importance that the attribute values are correctly
identified for every item. If not, the objective of being able to narrow the search result down
by only showing relevant objects cannot be achieved. Consider the example of a customer
searching for a blouse by a specific brand. If the customer is using the filtering function by
defining the attribute values for the searched for clothing type and brand only items tagged
with these attribute values are shown. If there are more items that matches the search but have
not been tagged with the brand and type these items will not be shown to the customer who
might would have been interested in buying them. This of course affects the sales in a
negative way. (More, 2016)
Information extraction (IE) which is an important area of text analysis is one way of
identifying attribute values. The high level purpose of IE is to extract meaningful pieces of
information from unstructured data in order to organize the data to make it more structured so
that it is useful to people. A subtask of IE is called Named Entity Recognition (NER). NER
identifies and classifies predefined entities from text. Once the entities are identified they can
be indexed and made searchable. (Kundeti et al., 2016) In the e-commerce example the
entities can be the attributes such as colour, brand, size etc.
Nadeau and Sekine (2007) examines the research of NER. They find that most of the at that
time recent studies focuses on supervised machine learning techniques when large training
sets are available. However, when training sets, which are necessary for machine learning, are
not available the rule based approach is the preferred technique. An example of this is
Sekine’s and Nobata’s (2004) work on creating a dictionary for automatic tagging of entities
in Japanese. Since most of the work in named entity recognition is done in English the
datasets that already have been created can’t be used for other languages than English.
Therefore, for NER work on different languages than English it is not as easy to use the
previous work that have been done (Nadeau and Sekine, 2007).
Li et al. (2008) highlights the fact that machine learning has been a popular approach by
presenting four different studies applying different ML techniques for information extraction.
However, in the same study Le et al. (2008) concludes that manually created rules still is a
widely adopted solution for information extraction. To strengthen their statement, they
present seven studies applying the rule based approach for IE by creating rules with regular
expressions.
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2.5 Regular Expression
A regular expression (regex) is a sequence of characters describing a pattern of text. It is a
standard technique that is supported by most programming languages such as e.g. Java, .NET,
Ruby and Perl. (Bui and Zeng-Treitler, 2014)
The technique is fairly old as it started to show up in programing languages during the 1970s
(Fitzgerald, 2012). Despite its long history the regex technique is still of interest in different
research contexts (Chivers, 2017; Murugesan and Sundaram, 2016; Meiners et al., 2014). One
research area where the regex technique often is mention is within the information extracting
stream. Even though different approaches for applying machine learning techniques have
been proposed for IE (Li et al., 2008). Manually created regexes remains a widely adopted
practical solution for information extraction (Tanabe and Wilbur, 2002; Li et al., 2006;
DeRose et al., 2007; Zhu et al., 2007).
For making it easier to understand how regular expressions a brief explanation and some
examples is presented in attachment 1. If there is an interest in learning more about how to
use regexes the suggestion is to read Goyvaerts (2006) book: Regular Expressions: The
Complete Turtorial, or similar.
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3 RESEARCH DESIGN AND DATA
For making is easier to follow the method chapter, the following chapter will provide an
explanation of the system from where the data used for the examinations are collected. This
chapter also explains the algorithms created for conducting the examination for answering
RQ1.2.
The examinations are done at an online auction company. The company have a lot of
unstructured data which will be suitable as the data for the technical examination, RQ1.2. In
one category of the e-catalogue the filtering option has already been implemented which gives
a perfect opportunity to examine RQ1.1.

3.1 Current Structure of the Catalogue
The auction company is in the process of looking into how to proceed with the development
of the search function by implementing the filtering option in more categories. For clarifying
what is meant by “a filtering option” the case of the current search navigation at the auction
company’s site now is presented.
Today there are two main ways for users to search for items on the site, either by typing in a
search query or to pick a category and browse down the category tree. The second browse
option is the focus of this research.
The company’s e-catalogue is built in a hierarchical four level tree structure. This means that
when a user is searching for e.g. dresses in size 34 the process of finding relevant items by
browsing through the category tree is to klick down through the hierarchy: Clothes ®
Women’s Clothes ® Dresses ® Size 34/36. If the user then would like to search for e.g.
blouses in the same size the process would be to go back to Women’s Clothes and then ®
Blouses ® Size 34/36. This makes the process of searching cumbersome and it makes it
impossible to view items from several categories at the same time.
With an option to filter the search result on attribute values the process would instead be to
after choosing women’s clothes, choose suitable attribute values to refine the result. Such
attributes could be e.g. colour, type of clothing, size, brand and so on. This creates a more
flexible search function that enables the user to make searches more adjusted to what they are
searching for.

3.2 Data Used for Examining RQ1.2
The second part of the method chapter of this research will be the technical examination of
how well the rule based method preforms for extracting attributes from text. The data used to
examine this part of the research is the item descriptions the users create when they put a new
item up for sale on the site. The following part will explain the data in these item descriptions.
When a user creates a new advertisement the user is free to describe the item for sales in any
way they want. Because of this the item description data becomes unstructured. Meaning, the
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information in the item description cannot be handled automatically. To illustrate with an
example, if the item description is:
“Pink skater dress from Free People, size 34”
This description is seen as a continuous text string in the database. For being able to use the
different attribute values in the description such as colour: pink, model: skater dress, type:
dress, brand: Free People, size: 34 and make the item searchable on these values, they first
need to be identified in the string. For answering RQ1.2 the method chapter will examine how
well the rule based method performs for identifying such attribute values in the item
descriptions.
Before starting with the examination to see how well the rue based method performs for
extracting attributes from text, the attribute to focus on needs to be chosen. For making the
research manageable within the constraints, the attribute size is chosen as the attribute for
which attribute values will be extracted. Since the user is free to describe the item in any way
they want they does not need to specify any attributes. Two size attribute values is however
always attached to the items in the clothing category because of how the category tree is
designed. This enables some degree of automation of testing the result.

3.3 Program Used for Examining RQ1.2
For making the testing of the method for examining RQ1.2 more efficient a regex matching
program is created for testing how well the rules preforms in terms of extracting the right
attribute values. The program is created in Visual Basic for Application (VBA) code. This for
being able to run the code through excels macro function. The idea of the program is to enable
a more efficient testing of how well the regex rules perform when extracting attribute values
from item descriptions.
When extracting the item descriptions from the data base the data in some cases contains
HTML code. This could interfere with the regular expressions, hindering them from catching
attribute values that without the HTML code would be caught. To handle this problem
another VBA program is created to clean the item descriptions from the HTML code.
After the item description data is clean it is run through the regex matching program. The
program enables running the regexes trough several item descriptions in one go. This is done
by importing the item headlines and item descriptions in the excel file with one item
description and headline per row. When running the program, the regexes are checking the
item descriptions for matches. The program fist checks the item headline (Short_Description)
for matches if no match is found in the headline the program checks the description
(Long_Description) for matches. If the regexes match something in the description the found
attribute is documented in the corresponding Size Pattern (SP) column.
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Table 3.1: Shows how an excel table can look after the program have been run for checking
the item descriptions for matches.
Short_Description

Long_Description

SP1 SP2 SP3 SP4 Match

blus,vit blus, st 42

polyester,längd 64, byst 112, midja 108, ärm 27 cm

42

blus, skjorta,vit, st L

cappuccini, polyester-bomull, längd 74, byst 110, midja 110, ärm 62

skjorta

snygg långärmad skjorta färg: svart storlek: 42/44 ny/oanvänd
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4 METHOD
Since the objective of the research is twofold the method chapter will be divided in two main
parts. The first part will focus on the economic research question RQ1.1, how the user’s
ability to find relevant items is affected by being able to refine the search result by filtering it
on attribute values. The second part will examine a technique for enabling the creation of such
a filtering function by study the technical question RQ1.2, how well the rule based approach
perform when extracting attributes.

4.1 RQ1.1 Effect of Filtering Function
The first part of the method chapter aims to analyse how a faceted search alternative effects
the users search cost by examine RQ1.1, how a faceted search alternative affects the user’s
ability to find relevant items.
As mentioned in part 3, the auction company have already implemented the filtering function
in one category, the shoe category. Before this implementation was done an A/B-test was
conducted to analyse how the filtering function would affect the users ability to find relevant
items. The data from the A/B-test creates a perfect opportunity to analyse how the filtering
functions affects the user’s ability to locate the items they are looking for on the site.

4.1.1 Data Used for Examining RQ1.1
Since the A/B-test was conducted by the auction company the data from this test is secondary
data. The motivation for using this A/B-test for this research is, besides the obvious reason of
time saving, the fact that the data from this test is suitable to use for answering RQ1.1. The
auction company was conducting the test to examine if the users to a greater extent could find
items they were interested in buying when they got access to the filtering function. The test
can hence be used for evaluating RQ1.1, how the users ability to find relevant items is
affected by having access to the filtering function. The A/B-test method is also a suitable
approach for examining such a question.
The central idea behind A/B-tests is to in a controlled way evaluate the effect of system
changes. The A/B-test is widely used to evaluate a new feature, service or product in the
process of system development. The method is especially popular within development of
websites. The overall goal of the A/B-test is to estimate the average treatment effect (ATE).
ATE is defined as the difference in some variable, defined for the specific test, between the
old system and the new updated version. (Kohavi et al., 2007)
The common assumption for the A/B-test method is that the response of each individual user
relies on her treatment (system version) only. Meaning, the response of every individual user
is not affected by the treatment (system version) the other users get. (Jiang et al., 2016) This
independency condition is known as a Stabile Unit Treatment Value Assumption (SUTVA)
(Rubin, 1978). Another common assumption is that the sample of users who get the same
system version is identically distributed. Under these two assumptions one can see the two
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groups A and B as independent and identically distributed samples which makes the A/B-test
a two-sample comparison problem. (Jiang et al., 2016)
In contrast to other test such as for example post-hoc test and interrupted time series the A/Btest is testing for casual relationships. Meaning, the A/B-test is testing if one factor is caused
by another factor (Ghauri and Grønhaug, 2010). This is because of how the two system
versions are run in parallel which isolates any differences in the performance to the updates in
the new system. (Kohavi et al. 2007)
Siroker and Koomen (2013, pp. 19) points out the importance of planning the A/B-test. They
propose a five step process to successfully design and execute an A/B-test:
Step One: Define success
Step Two: Identify bottlenecks
Step Three: Construct a hypothesis
Step Four: Prioritize
Step Five: Test
For examining how the A/B-test was conducted at the company to be able to validate its
usefulness for this research, this process is used as a reference. For finding out how the
process of doing the A/B-test was conducted at the auction company intervenes with people
involved with the test was done. Two main interviews were done with two different
employees in charge of the A/B-test.
Define Success
Siroker and Koomen (2013, pp. 19-21) states that one of the hardest and most important parts
is the initial step of understanding what is to be tested. To answer this question, it is of
importance to consider the purpose of the website. When it is clear what the purpose of the
website is it gets easier to answer the question: If you could make your website do one thing
better, what would that be? When the feature of the website to improve is identified this
needs to be converted in to something measurable. More specifically, quantifiable success
metrics that measures how the website perform. This success metric number is what hopefully
will be improved when the system update is tested.
For e-commerce sites the high level success metric can most often be defined as to increase
the sales on the site. (Siroker and Koomen 2013, pp. 21) One factor that affect the sales is if
the users are finding what they are looking for. For the A/B-test conducted at the auction
company the success metric was defined as, the user’s ability to find relevant items.
Identify Bottlenecks
The objective of identifying bottlenecks is to find the weak link of the website, where in the
user journey users are dropping off and leaving without fulfilling the desired user task. In
other words, what part of the website is responsible for reducing the success metric? These
bottlenecks are what are reducing the performance of the website by hindering the users from
fulfilling the user task that would lead to conversion. The identified bottlenecks are hence a
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good indication of what processes of the website to focus on improving when designing the
A/B-test. (Heaton, 2015)
The identified bottlenecks causing the auction company to examine how to improve the
search function in the first place was the fact that users experienced difficulties with finding
relevant items on the site. This was noticed by the auction company after conducting
quantitative data analysis of user behaviour on the site and also after doing more qualitative
user interviews.
Construct a Hypothesis
Aagaard (2014) suggests a two-step method for constructing the hypothesises. Aagaard states
that there are two important elements of a hypothesise: a problem statement and a conversion
goal. The problem statement shall state what issue to be solved and the conversion goal is
simply the user action that is desired to increase. The hypothesise should then be formulated
to solve the problem and at the same time met the conversion goal.
The auction company had identified the problem statement as: The users find it hard to
discover the items they are searching for. This leads to lost sales on the site.
The conversion goal the auction company was hoping the filtering function would help with
was: Increase the users ability to find relevant items.
Based on the stated problem and the goal the hypothesise was formulated by the auction
company to be: By providing the users with an option to filter their search result on attribute
values more users will find relevant items.
Prioritize
The prioritization step of the process is about prioritizing what to start A/B-testing. This step
is however not applicable in this case since the decision of A/B-testing the filtering function
already have been made.
Test
When all of the previous steps are done it is time for doing the test to verify or reject the
hypothesise. To test if a filtering option affects the user’s ability to find the searched for item
the filtering function is created. The auction company decided to start testing in one category,
the shoe category. The reason for starting with testing in one category was to verify the effect
before deciding if the effect is worth the effort needed to create corresponding filtering
functions for more categories. The choice of performing the test in the shoe category was
based on the fact that this category is relatively simple to create the filtering function for.
Another important factor is that this category is one of the best-selling ones and the users have
specifically asked for improvements of the search function in this category.
The test was run over a 20-day period. During this time period every user visiting the web site
got access to one of two system versions, either the variant with filtering enable or the
original version. Which user gets which version is randomly chosen in a way so that 66% of
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the users get access to the new version and 33% gets the old version. The randomization is
done on IP-address so that every unique IP-address visiting the site is given access to one of
the two versions. For being able to compare the results the users are divided in three groups
where two of the groups gets access to the filtering function while the third group gets the
original version.

Image 4.1: Original brows option.

Image 4.2: Filtering enabled brows option.

During the A/B-test two different conversion parameters are measured, placed bids and items
put in wish list. The reason for choosing these parameters were that these user actions can be
interpreted as the user has found a relevant item.

4.1.2 Statistical Significance of Test Result
For assessing the result of the A/B-test a significance test is performed. This to examine if the
potential difference of conversion between the two system versions can be concluded to be
statistically significant.
Before examining if there is a significant difference between the original version and the
version with the filtering function enabled, a test for controlling the natural variation in the
system is conducted. This is done by calculating if there is a significant difference for the two
conversion parameters between the two system versions that both have filtering enabled. If a
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significant difference between the two similar systems can be detected this needs to be
considered when examining the significance of difference in conversion between the two
different system versions. This because, if a difference between the two similar systems is
detected there might be something other than the filtering function affecting the result.
The data from the A/B –test consists of binary variables, meaning the variable can take one or
two values. In this case the variable is conversion and the value this variable can take is either
1 which represent conversion or 0 which represents a user not converting. Another
characteristics of the data is the samples being classified as between-subjects. Meaning, the
two sample groups consists different users, a user either gets the system with filtering enabled
or the original version.
There are several methods for comparing the two outcomes of binary variables for two
independent groups. Sauro and Lewis (2016, Ch. 5) even claims this being one of the most
frequently computed procedures in applied statistics. Despite this, the opinion of what method
is best to use is divided. The common opinion is that the chi-square test is preferable when the
sample size is large while Fishers exact test is best when the sample size is smaller. The
disagreement is however in what should be consider a small and a large sample size.
Most recent research has shown that a slight adjustment of the classic chi-square test performs
best for both small and large sample sizes. The adjustment is simply subtracting 1 from the
sample size in the original formula of the chi-square test. This method has been proven to
perform better than both the original chi-square test, Fishers exact test and Yates correlation
test for almost all sample sizes. The case when this test not performs so well is when the
sample size or number of conversions are less than 1. (Campbell, 2007)
Equivalent to the N-1 chi-square test is to calculate the N-1 two-proportion test. Instead of
using the chi-square formula to generate the p-value the normal z distribution is used. Sauro
and Lewis (2016, Ch. 5) suggest using this formula since it is often easier to understand the
computations when used for calculating A/B-test results. This formula is therefore chosen as
the one to use for examining if there is a statistical significance in the A/B-test result.

𝑍 𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 =

𝑁−1
𝑁
,
1
1
𝑃𝑄 ∗ ( + )
𝑛+ 𝑛-

(𝑝+ − 𝑝- )

Where p1 and p2 are the proportions of the samples that have converted (the conversion rate)
for the two different version:
𝑝7 =

𝑥7
𝑛7

Where xn is number of users that have converted and nn is the sample size.
P is the total conversion rate:
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𝑃=

𝑥+ + 𝑥,
𝑛+ + 𝑛-

Where x1 and x2 are the numbers of converting users for the two different versions, and n1 and
n2 are the sample sizes for the two different versions.
𝑄 =1−𝑃
and N is the total sample size, both of the groups.
After the z-score is calculated the two-sided p-value can be determined either by using a zscore table or using the excel formula =(1-NORMSDIST(z))*2. (Sauro and Lewis, 2016, Ch.
5) With the p-value it is then possible to determine if the test result can be considered
statistically significant at different confidence levels according to table 4.1 below:
Table 4.1: Intervals for deciding if the P-value is indicating statistical significance.
Significant At
90% confidence:

YES if P-value <0,1 or P-value >0,9

95% confidence:

YES if P-value <0,05 or P-value >0,95

99% confidence:

YES if P-value <0,01 or P-value >0,099

For being able to conclude how large of a difference exist between the two system versions
the recommended adjusted-Wald confidence interval formula is used. The adjustment is to
add a quarter of a squared z-critical value to the numerator and half a squared z-critical value
to the denominator when computing each proportion for the two different system versions:

𝑝9:;

𝑧4
=
𝑧𝑛+
2
𝑥+

Where z is the critical value defining the level of confidence, x is number of users that have
converted and n is the total sample size. padj is calculated for both of the two system versions
for being able use the main formula:
(𝑝9:;+ − 𝑝9:;- ) ± 𝑧

𝑝9:;+ (1 − 𝑝9:;- ) 𝑝9:;- (1 − 𝑝9:;- )
+
𝑛9:;+
𝑛9:;-

Where, 𝑛9:; = 𝑛 +

@A
-

The result indicates that one can be x% confident (where x is defined by the chosen
confidence level, defined as the corresponding z-value in the formula) that the difference in
conversion rate is in the calculated interval. (Sauro and Lewis, 2016, Ch. 5)
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4.2 RQ1.2 Rule Based Method for Attribute Extraction
4.2.1 Regular Expressions to Identify Attributes
The objective of the technical part of the research is to examine if the rule based method is
suitable for extracting attribute values from text to enable the creation of a filtering function.
The data used for this examination is as mentioned item descriptions from were size attributes
will be extracted.
For examining how well the rule based approach perform for extracting attribute values the
rules first need to be created. To do this the technique for writing the rules need to be chosen.
Many of the studies about information extraction (IE) have suggested machine learning (ML)
approaches, since this technique have proven to perform best in terms of precision
(McCallum et al., 2000; Cohen and McCallum, 2003; Klein et al., 2003; Krishnan and
Manning, 2006). However, for applying ML techniques a lot of initial work to create the
mandatory training set is required. When these training sets are not available handcrafted
rules are the preferred technique (Nadeau & Sekine, 2007). Because of this, manually created
rules are chosen as the method that will be applied in this research.
The rules will be created using the regular expression technique since it is a well-proven
method that has been used in numerous previous studies concerning information extraction
(Tanabe and Wilbur, 2002; Li et al., 2006; DeRose et al., 2007; Zhu et al., 2007).

4.2.2 Creating the Rules
Dataset
For creating the regular expression rules that identifies attribute values in item description a
mapping of how users usually specify the attribute value is done. This is done by manually
looking through a number of item descriptions to collect different ways users are specifying
the attribute value. For explaining what is meant by how an attribute value is specified
consider the item description example below:
“Blue dress from Filippa K in size 38”
Since size is the attribute that is chosen as the focus of this research the attribute value pattern
in this case would be: the word “size” followed by the attribute value “38”. Another example
of an item description could be:
“Super cute beach dress, s. 8”
In this case the pattern would be the shortening “s”, followed by a dot, followed by the
attribute value “8”. This is only two examples of item descriptions where the attribute value
for size is specified in two different ways. Since the users are free to describe the item in any
way they want there will be multiple ways of how the users are specifying the value for a
specific attribute.
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For creating regexes that catches as many attribute values as possible an analysis of how users
specify the attribute values in their item descriptions is done. For this user descriptions are
extracted from the database and manually gone through. When a new way of identifying the
size attribute is found this pattern is documented. The table below shows an extract of the
identified size patterns.
Table 4.2: Extract from size pattern identification document, where patterns of how users
specify the size attribute value is documented.
Item Description

Size Pattern 1

Size Pattern 2

Size Pattern 3

Item Description 1

Storlek: amerikansk 4

36/38

M

Item Description 2
Item Description 3
…

storleksmärkt 38
42/44
storlek medium

stl. dam 42/44
storlek 40-44
S/M

storleksmärkt 42

…
…
…
…

Storlek: 40+
STL 36
stl Xs/0
stl 31 x 32

40

…
…
…
…
…

31 (30)
Strl: 31
waist 36 tum
Size: XL
XL 34-35

Storlek 31
Stl 31
Storlek waist 36 tum längd 34 tum.
XL
storlek i XLarge, Likt en ca 34-35 i vanliga jeans

storlek XS/0
Tumstorlek W 31 x L 32

The process of looking through item descriptions is continued until no new size patterns are
identified. In the case of this analysis 600 item descriptions were gone through before new
size patterns no longer were found.
Because of the characteristics of the system this research is conducted in it will never be
possible to identify 100% of the possible ways the users are specifying the attributes. In some
cases, the attribute will not even be specified in the item description since nothing is forcing
the user to do so.
After conducting the size pattern analysis four main size scales were identified: jeans sizes
(W23-34, L30-34), European sizes (32-52), general sizes version 1 (2XS-4XL) and general
sizes version 2 (2X-small-4X-large). The regexes are hence created to catch attribute values
identified by these four size scales: jeans sizes, European sizes, general sizes version 1 and
general sizes version 2.
Regex Creation
After identifying how the users are describing the size attribute the next step is to create the
regexes. The first step in this process is using the online tool available on the website
regex101.com. There are several sites like this that enables the creation of regexes and the
possibility to in real time test them against text strings to see what characters they are
identifying.
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Image 4.3: Print screen from regex101.com showing how the website enables testing what
characters in the text strings are identified by the regex.
The process of creating the regexes was to one by one put the item description as the text
string and then alter the regex to catch the attribute value. One of the benefit of using this tool
is that when the regex is altered to catch the size attribute in a new item description it is
possible to see if the size attributes in previous item descriptions still is caught. The final
regexes can be found in attachment 2.

4.2.3 Examining How the Rules Preform
When the process of creating the regular expression is done the next step is to validate how
well they are working in terms of identifying the correct attribute values. This is done by
creating the program described in section 3.3.
The objective of the program is to enable the processing of several item descriptions against
the regular expressions in one go to see what attributes are identified in the different text
strings (item descriptions). For making it easy to control if the right attributes are extracted
the program is made compatible with excel. In this way item descriptions can be imported to
excel and when the program is run the identified attributes are documented in the excel row
corresponding to the item description.
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Three different tests are done for examining how the rules perform:
Table 4.3: The tests done to examine how the regexes performs and which categories the
sample is extracted from.

Test 1

Test 2

Test 3

Categories Used for Extracting Item
Descriptions for Test
Dresses
Jackets and Coats
Blouses and Shirts
Jumpers
Tops and T-shirts
Jeans

Pants
Shirts

Regexes Tested
European Sizes
Generic Sizes Version 1
Generic Sizes Version 2

Jean Sizes
Generic Sizes Version 1
Generic Sizes Version 2
European Sizes
Generic Sizes Version 1
Generic Sizes Version 2

The reason for having three different tests is to test the different regexes (found in attachment
2). The reason for separating test two and three is to see if there is any difference in accuracy
for the item descriptions from these sub-categories.
For testing the rules, item descriptions are extracted from the auction company’s database.
For every test a total of 1000 item descriptions are extracted and used as the sample for the
test.
After the program is run the result is controled for determining if correct attributes have been
extracted. The control focuses on determining two parameters, precision and recall. Precision
measures how well the rules perform in terms of identify correct attributes:
𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 =

𝑁𝑜 𝑜𝑓 𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑙𝑦 𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑓𝑖𝑒𝑑 𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑏𝑢𝑡𝑒𝑠
𝑁𝑜 𝑜𝑓 𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑓𝑖𝑒𝑑 𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑏𝑢𝑡𝑒𝑠

Recall measures how well the rules perform in terms of identifying all relevant attributes:
𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙 =

𝑁𝑜 𝑜𝑓 𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑙𝑦 𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑓𝑖𝑒𝑑 𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑏𝑢𝑡𝑒𝑠
𝑁𝑜 𝑜𝑓 𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑏𝑢𝑡𝑒𝑠 𝑡ℎ𝑎𝑡 𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑙𝑑 𝑏𝑒 𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑓𝑖𝑒𝑑

(Powers, 2011).
In research concerning information extraction by machine learning and rule based methods
recall is often considered not as important. This since the focus often tends to be on
examining how confident one can be that the algorithm extracts correct attribute. (Powers,
2011) However, since the objective of this research is to examine how data can be structured
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to enable the implementation of a filtering function, recall is considered as important. This
since the filtering function will perform best if all relevant items are being shown on a
specific filtering request. This will only happen if all items have correctly identified attribute
values. Hence it is of interest so examine for how many items attributes correctly are
identified.
For determining if correct attributes have been identified. The excel file with the extracted
attributes is manually controlled to identify potential incorrectly identified attributes. All item
descriptions that do not have identified attributes will be classified as false negatives, meaning
they will be interpreted as objects for which the rules have failed in identifying attributes.
This even though some item descriptions might not have the size attribute specified. The
reason for this is the objective of the research question RQ1, to examine how well the rule
based method performs for structuring data with the objective of implementing a filtering
function.
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5 RESULTS
5.1 RQ1.1 Effect of Filtering Function
5.1.1 Result of A/B-Test
The table below show the test result from the A/B-test. The different columns show the three
different system versions. The corresponding rows shows the measured conversion rates,
placed bids and adds to wish list measured in the different system versions. The first two
groups, filtering enabled 1 and 2 are the system versions where the filtering function is
enabled. These two system versions are hence similar, the reason for measuring the result
from these two separately is to be able to see if there is a natural variation in the system. The
last group, Original Version, is the version with no filtering function.
Table 5.1: Result from the A/B-test conducted by the auction company.

Filtering Enabled 1

Filtering Enabled 2

Original Version

Total

No of Users

393’781

393’780

393’781

1’181’342

Placed Bids

8660

8620

7380

24’660

Bids (%) of Total

35%

35%

30%

Bids Increase (Bids/Original Bids)

1,17

1,17

26’615

28’780

21’025

Adds to Wish List (%) of Total

35%

38%

28%

Adds to Wish List (WL Adds/WL adds Original)

1,27

1,37

Adds to Wish List

5.1.2 Natural Variation in the System
From the result of the two user groups with the same system version the natural variation in
the system is determined to control how this variation might affect the test. By calculating if
the difference between the two versions with filtering enabled is significant it is possible to
see if the natural difference significantly affects the result.
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Table 5.2: Statistical Significance of the variation in the Place Bid conversion parameter
between the two system versions with filtering enabled.
Fails

Conversions

No of Users

Conversion rate

Enabled 1

385121

8660

393781

2,20%

Enabled 2

385160

8620

393780

2,19%

Total

770281

17280

787561

P

0,02

Significant At

Q

0,98

90% confidence:

NO

95% confidence:

NO

99% confidence:

NO

Z score

0,31

P value

0,758450997

As can be seen in the table 5.2 above the difference in conversion rate is not significant for
the first conversion rate, placed bids. Hence, for this conversion measure no natural variation
needs to be considered when comparing the conversion rate of the two different system
versions.
For the second conversion parameter, “Adds to Wish List”, the same calculations are done.
The result is shown in the table 5.3.
Table 5.3: Statistical Significance of the variation in the Add to Wish List conversion
parameter between the two system versions with filtering enabled.
Fails

Conversions

No of Users

Conversion rate

Enabled 1

367166

26615

393781

6,76%

Enabled 2

365000

28780

393780

7,31%

Total

732166

55395

787561

P

0,07

Significant At

Q

0,93

90% confidence:

YES

95% confidence:

YES

99% confidence:

YES

Z score

-9,54

P value

2

The result of these calculations shows that there in fact is a statistical significance in the
variation of conversion rate. This indicates that the natural variation in the system is
significant for the result which needs to be considers when comparing the two different
system versions.

5.1.3 Statistical Significance of Conversion Variation by Filtering Enabled
For examining if the variation in conversion is statistically significant between the system
version with filtering enabled and the original version the same calculations as above is done.
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Table 5.4: Statistical Significance of the variation in the Place Bid conversion parameter
between the system versions with filtering enabled and the original version.
Fails

Conversions

No of Users

Conversion rate

Enabled 1

385121

8660

393781

2,20%

Original

386401

7380

393781

1,87%

Total

771522

16040

787562

P

0,02

Significant At

Q

0,98

90% confidence:

YES

95% confidence:

YES

99% confidence:

YES

Z score

10,21

P value

0

As can be seen in the table above the difference in conversion rate is statistically significant.
Since the calculations in table 5.2 indicated that there was no natural variation in the system
this mean that the difference in conversion rate in fact is caused by the difference between the
two system versions, the function enabling the users to filter their search result.
Also the second conversion parameter, Adds to Wish List, is analysed with the same
calculations as presented in the table 5.5.
Table 5.5: Statistical Significance of the variation in the Adds to Wish List conversion
parameter between the system versions with filtering enabled and the original version.
Fails

Conversions

No of Users

Conversion rate

Enabled 1

367166

26615

393781

6,76%

Original

372756

21025

393781

5,34%

Total

739922

47640

787562

P

0,06

Significant At

Q

0,94

90% confidence:

YES

95% confidence:

YES

99% confidence:

YES

Z score

26,42

P value

0

These calculations also indicate that the difference in conversion rate is caused by the
difference in the system versions and not only are caused by random chance. However, since
the calculations presented in table 5.3 indicted that there was a natural system variation
affecting this parameter this needs to be considered when analysing the result.

5.1.4 Confidence Interval for Difference in Conversion Rate
The result of the significance calculations only says if one can be certain there is a significant
difference in conversion rate, it does not say anything about how big this difference might be.
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For evaluating how big the difference in conversion rate for placed bids is the adjusted-Wald
formula is used for calculating the intervals.
Table 5.6: Calculated conversion rate intervals at 95% and 99% confidence levels.
Fails

Conversions No of Users

Enabled 1
Original

385121
386401

8660
7380

393781
393781

Total

771522

16040

787562

Conversion rate
2,20%
1,87%

Conversion Rate Difference interval at:
95% confidence

0,26 - 0,39 %

99% confidence:

0,24 - 0,41 %

The result in table 5.6 shows that on a 95 % confidence level one can be sure the conversion
variation has increased with from 0,26% to 0,39%. If one would increase the confidence level
to 99% the span would naturally increase. At a 99% confidence level one can be sure the
increase is between 0,24% and 0,41%.

5.2 RQ1.2 How Well does the Rule Based Approach Perform
5.2.1 Precision of Extraction
When controlling the test result for the attribute extraction a correct match is defined as if the
rule has extracted all relevant size attributes in the item description. In some cases, the rule
fails in extracting all relevant attributes if the user has specified more than one attribute value
in the item description. Even though the extracted attribute might be correct, these cases are
considered incorrect matches as the entire size specification is not correctly identified.
Consider the following example:
Table 5.7: Example of an incorrect match.
Short_Description

SP1

j lindeberg 29 29/34 offwhite nya nypris 2000 kr

29

SP2

SP3

Match

29

0

The size attribute value of 29 has been extracted correctly, however, this match is still
considered an incorrect match since the entire size specification (29/34) has not been correctly
identified.
After controlling the result of the attribute extraction test it is concluded that the rules perform
better in terms of precision than for recall. The result is presented in the table 5.8.
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Table 5.8: The result of the attribute extraction.
No of Item Descriptions

No of Matches

No of Correct Matches

Precision

Recall

Test 1

1000

695

674

97%

67%

Test 2
Test 3

1000
1000

700
752

659
719

94%
96%

66%
72%

96%

68%

Average
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6 DISCUSSION
6.1 RQ1.1 Effect of Filtering Function on Search Cost
Table 6.1: Result of A/B-test.

Filtering Enabled 1

Filtering Enabled 2

Original Version

Total

No of Users

393’781

393’780

393’781

1’181’342

Placed Bids

8660

8620

7380

24’660

Bids (%) of Total

35%

35%

30%

Bids Increase (Bids/Original Bids)

1,17

1,17

26’615

28’780

21’025

Adds to Wish List (%) of Total

35%

38%

28%

Adds to Wish List (WL Adds/WL adds Original)

1,27

1,37

Adds to Wish List

76’420

At a first glance the filtering function do affects the conversion parameters as the bids have
increased by 17% and the adds to wish list have increased by at least 27% in the system
version were the filtering function has been enabled. The improvement is hence quite
noticeable. However, for being able to draw any statistically validated conclusions the
significance analysis needs to be discussed.

6.1.1 Natural Variation in the System
After calculating the significance of difference in conversion rate between the two user
groups that got access to the same system version it is concluded that for the conversion
parameter placed bids there is no significant difference. This result was expected and is
considered a positive result since it shows that there is no significant natural variation for this
conversion parameter that needs to be considered when comparing the two different system
versions.
For the second conversion parameter measured during the test, adds to wish list, there
however is found to be a statistical significance of the difference in conversion rates. This
result was not expected since the two versions are identical; there should not be any major
difference in how the users are converting. One explanation for this could be the fact that
users are assigned to the system version based on their IP-address. In the sampling no
consideration concerning user behaviour were made. There are users whose behaviour
majorly differs from the “normal user”. If these outliers were identified when the sampling
were made this difference in conversion rate might not be a fact. For future A/B-tests the
process of randomly sample the users in the different groups on IP-addresses might should be
reconsidered.
Because of this result the conversion variation for adds to wish list between the version with
filtering enabled and the original version cannot be used for evaluating the filtering function.
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Since it is proven to be a conversion variation in the identical system versions there might be
something other than the filtering function causing the variation between the two different
system versions. The conclusion that needs to be drawn from this result is that the conversion
parameter adds to wish list might not be a suitable conversion parameter for measuring the
effect of the filtering function.
The result from the significance calculations for the difference in conversion rates between
the two identical system versions indicate what conversion parameter can be used for
evaluating the two different systems. While placed bids can be used for evaluating the two
different system version, adds to wish list is not an as suitable conversion parameter. While
the user action of placing a bid actually commits the user to pay for the item if the user would
win the auction the action of putting an item in the wish is not as stringent. After putting an
item in the wish list the user is free to choose if any further actions are to be done for that
particular item. The action of putting the item in the wish list still indicates that the user has
found an interesting item, however as shown by the significance calculations in this research
this action cannot be used for evaluating the filtering function.
Table 6.2: Concluded result of significance calculations.

Natural
Variation in
Identical
Systems

Conversion
Variation
Between
Filtering
Enabled and
Original

Version

Fails

Conversions No of Users

Conversion Significant at 90%
rate
Confidence

Test 1:
Placed Bids

Enabled 1

385121

8660

393781

2,20%

Enabled 2
Total

385160
770281

8620
17280

393780
787561

2,19%

Test 2: Adds
to Wish List

Enabled 1

367166

26615

393781

6,76%

Enabled 2
Total

365000
732166

28780
55395

393780
787561

7,31%

Test 1:
Placed Bids

Enabled 1
Original

385121
386401

8660
7380

393781
393781

2,20%
1,87%

Total
ggggg Test 1: Enabled 1
Placed Bids Original

771522
367166

16040
26615

787562
393781

6,76%

372756

21025

393781

5,34%

739922

47640

787562

Total

NO

YES

Significant at 99%
Confidence
YES

YES

Not Considered

6.1.2 Significant Difference in Conversion Rate for Original and Filtering
Enabled
After concluding that there is a statistical significance of the variation in conversion rate for
adds to wish list for the two identical system versions, this parameter will not be used for
evaluating the difference in conversion rate for the two different system versions. This since a
natural variation has been detected and this variation could have affected the test result.
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Fortunately, for the other conversion parameter, placed bids, no such natural variation is
detected. This parameter can hence be used for evaluating how the filtering function has
affected the conversion rate.
As to be seen in table 5.4 and also in table 6.2 there is a significant difference between the
conversion rate for the system version with filtering enabled and the original version. This
difference is concluded to be significant at the level of 99 % confidence. There is hence only a
slight probability this difference would be caused by chance. The reason for being able to
reach such high significance levels is the high number of users in the sample groups.
As can be concluded from the calculations in part 5.2.4 the conversion rate increase is around
0,33%. This increase might seem insignificant to one not familiar with e-commerce
conversion rates. However, the average conversion rate for e-commerce’s is only a few
percent so an increase of just a few per-milles of the conversion rate is always a good thing.

6.1.3 Do the Filtering Function Affects the Users Search Cost
The economic research question, RQ1.1 was How does the faceted filtering option affect the
users ability to find relevant items? The question can be answer by analysing the result of the
significance calculations. As can be concluded from the result there is a significant difference
in the conversion rate of placed bids between the two versions which differs by the fact that
one of them have the filtering function enabled. Since the significance has been confirmed
this variation in conversion rate is not caused by random chance but by how the two system
versions differ. It can hence be concluded that the filtering function is what causes the users
to, to a greater degree place bids.
The fact that a user places a bid for an item can be interpreted as the user have found a
relevant item. A placed bid commits the user placing the bid to pay for the item if the auction
is won. It can therefore be assumed that a user would not place bid for an item that not were
relevant to the user. A placed bid is hence a good conversion parameter to measure for
concluding if the ability to find relevant items has been affected. However, it would be
interesting to also examine other conversion parameters as for example bought items.
The first part of RQ1: How does the filtering function affects the users search cost and is the
rule based approach suitable for structuring the data to enable the creation of such a
function? can also be discussed based on the result of the significance calculations. Since the
search cost in economics refers to anything that is hindering a user to find the sought for item,
it can be concluded that the search cost has been reduced if the users ability to find relevant
items have increased. By showing that the conversion rate for placed bids have increased by
enabling the filtering function, it can be concluded that this function can lower the users
search cost.
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6.2 RQ1.2 Attribute Extraction for Creating a Filtering Function
6.2.1 Precision of Extraction

Test 1
Test 2
Test 3

No of Item
Descriptions
1000
1000
1000

No of Matches
691
700
752

Average

No of Correct
Matches
638
659
719

Precision

Recall

92%

64%

94%

66%

96%

72%

94%

67%

Table 6.3: The result of the attribute extraction.
The result of the attribute extraction showed a fairly high precision while the recall was
considerably lower. The result can be compared to Seikins and Nobotas (2004) result of their
research on a rule based method for identifying attribute values. They created their rules for
extracting attribute values for a number of different attributes and their accuracy result varied
for the different attributes. The average accuracy their rules performed was at 72% recall and
80% precision.
The recall achieved in this research was hence lower while the precision was higher. Since
Seikins and Nobotas (2004) research examined the extraction performance for several
different attributes their result is more relevant for evaluating the overall precision of the rule
based method. The fact that their examination examined the precision of extracting attribute
values for attributes of different complexity, might also be a reason for why their precision
was lower than the precision reached in this research.
Neither the result of this research or the result of Seikins and Nobotas (2004) can however
challenge the accuracy machine learning (ML) approaches achieves. More (2016) examines a
number of machine learning techniques for attribute value extraction and finds the best
preforming ones reaching a precision and recall of around 92 %. This was however no
surprise and it was not either expected to reach the same levels as ML techniques.
When analysing the result of recall and precision, the fact that the precision is quite high
while recall is lower indicates that the rules created for this research were more focused on
extracting correct attributes. Meaning, when they were created the focus was on making sure
no wrong attributes would be identified. However, this lead to, as the result on recall is
evidence for, the rules are missing relevant attributes.
It is important to remember how the recall measurement is affected by how the research
question is formulated. Since RQ1.2 is formulated to question how the rule based technique
perform for extracting attributes to enable the creation of a filtering function, this affects how
recall is calculated. As this research examines how suitable the rule based method is for
extracting attributes for creating a filtering function all non matches are considered as failed
matches. However, this mean that even though an item description would not have the size
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attribute specified this is considered a failed match. If the research question instead purely
would be about extraction precision, recall might would be calculated differently.
Another important thing to mention is the fact that the author of this paper did not have any
previous experience of using the regular expression technique. The creation of the rules was
pretty straight forward when using the online tool and several hours were put in to the work
making the regexes as good as possible. Even though, as the result indicates there is definitely
room for improvement of the regexes. However, there will always be a trade-off between how
much it is worth to improve the regexes further and how much effort this improvement would
require.

6.2.2 AE for Enabling the Creation of a Filtering Function
The technical research question, RQ1.2, of this paper is: How well does a rule based attribute
extraction technique performs in terms of identifying attribute values for enabling the
creation of a filtering function? This question has been answered in this research by showing
that for the size attribute the precision can reach around 94% while the recall can be at least
around 67%.
One can however not be certain about this being the accuracy that can be reached for all
attributes one could be interested in. It all comes down to the characteristics of the data. It
would be impossible to extract information, such as for example attribute values, if this
information does not exist in the dataset.
In the high level question of this research RQ1: How does the filtering function affects the
users search cost and is the rule based approach suitable for structuring the data to enable
the creation of such a function? the last part of the question can be discussed based on the
result of the technical research. If there exists a training set that can be used for training a
machine learning algorithm to do the information extraction this should be the obvious
choice. However, as mentioned, this is not always the case. Especially when the dataset is not
in the English language which is the language most textual analysis algorithms are trained for.
When there is no option to use ML techniques the rule based approach can be a substitute for
at least creating some structure. However, as proven in this research and several other before,
the precision will never be superior.
Because of this it might not be the best choice to in the long run rely on rule based methods
for information extraction. However, this technique might work as a tool for creating the
mandatory training set needed for start working on ML techniques that in future possibly
could be the method for information extraction.
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7 CONCLUSIONS
The objective of this research was to examine how a faceted filtering alternative affects the
users search cost and how such a filtering function technically can be implemented. This was
examining by two main parts of the methods, one for examining the economical aspect of the
objective, how the user search cost is affected by the filtering function. The second part
focused on examining the technical aspect, how data can be structured to enable the
implementation of such a filtering function.

7.1 RQ1.1 Effect of Filtering Function on Search Cost
The result of the economic examination shows that the filtering function do help the user to at
a higher extent find relevant items. This is concluded after finding the result that the
conversion parameter placed bids (PB) is increased in the system version where the filtering
function is enabled. The result show that there is a significant difference of conversion rate for
PB between the system version with filtering enabled and the original system version. The
increase is proven to be around 0,33% for the version with filtering enabled.
One weakness of the examination is that PB is the only conversion parameter that can be used
for examining the difference in conversion rate between the two systems. Even though PB is a
suitable parameter to use for concluding if a user has found a relevant item, it would be
interesting to examine how other parameters such as for example bought items is affected by
the filtering function.

7.2 RQ1.2 Attribute Extraction for Creating a Filtering Function
The result of the attribute extraction for the size attribute was an accuracy of 67% recall and
94% precision. The precision of 94% is considers high even when compared to machine
learning techniques. The result of a recall at 67% indicates however that there is room for
improvements. For answering if the rule based regex technique is suitable for structuring data
for enabling the creation of a filtering function the characteristics of the data to be structured
needs to be considered. The rule base method is all about detecting patterns for how
information is specified and create rules for identifying this information. For being able to use
the rule based method there hence needs to be some kind of patterns for how the data to be
extracted is specified.
As demonstrated in previous research the best alternative is applying a machine learning
(ML) approach for reaching best accuracy for information extraction tasks. A ML approach
is, however, not always possible to apply since creating the required training set is cost
intense. When this is the case the rule based method can be a suitable method as a first step in
structuring the data for creating the filtering function. The rule based method might also be a
potential technique to use for creating the mandatory training set if the long term goal is to
create a ML algorithm for the information extraction
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8 RECOMMENDATIONS AND FUTURE WORK
Since the information available online is continuously growing it is definitely relevant to
continue examining techniques for making it easier to find relevant data. This research has
focused on the search function at an e-commerce and showed that, by developing the search
function to make it possible to make more specific searches, users to a higher extent find
relevant items. It is hence clear that there is an incentive for e-commences to improve their
search functions.
This research has, as many researches before, showed that the rule based method is limited.
For making the information extraction work more sophisticated machine learning techniques
is preferred. Since ML techniques requires a training set, and this training set is cost intense to
create, it would be interesting to examine methods for creating this training set. Since the rule
based method can perform a high precision this might could be a suitable technique to use for
creating the training set required for training the ML algorithms. This ide does need to be
examined further before any definite statements can be made.
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Attachment 1
Brief Explanation of the Regular Expression Technique
One of the most basic regex examples is simply the character «k» or any other letter. This
regex will match every letter “k” in the specific text the regex is searching for matches in.
Another example is to create a regex that is matching a string of characters, a word, such as
for example «hello» which matches the literal text ”hello”. Another a bit more complex
regex is «\b[A-Z0-9._%+-]+@[A-Z0-9.-]+\.[A-Z]{2,4}\b» this pattern matches
a series of letters, digits, dots, underscores percentages signs and hyphens followed by an at
sign, followed by another series of letters, digits hyphens and finally followed by a single dot
and between two to four letters. In other words, the regex pattern is matching an email
address. If this regex is used to search through a file of text it will identify potential email
addresses. (Goyvaerts, 2006, pp. 3)
For making it possible to create more complex regular expressions there are some special
characters as for example the backslash «\», the caret «^», the dollar sign «$», the period or
dot «.» and the asterisk or star «*». These characters’ dose not literally match the backslash
or the dot and so on, but instead have a special meaning. The dot for example represents any
sign while the dollar sign matches the last character in a string. To illustrate with an example,
«c$» matches the c in “abc” while «a$» dose not give any match in that particular string.
(Goyvaerts, 2006, pp. 5-6)
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Attachment 2
Regular Expressions
For identifying jean sizes:
((?:\W|^)(storlek|strl|stl|strlk|stlk|storleken|storl|size|storleksm
ärkt|storl|storlk|st|slk|str|passar))?(?:\W)+?(waist|w)?(?:\W)?(23|2
4|25|26|27|28|29|30|31|32|33|34)(?:\W|$|x)+(?:x|l)?(?:,|\.|:|\/|)?(?:\W)?(30|31|32|33|34)?(23|24|25|26|27|28|29|30|31|32|33|34)?(?:\
W)?

For identifying European sizes:
[^az](storlek|strl|stl|strlk|storleken|storl|size|storleksmärkt|storl|s
torlk|st|str)[^a-z,^0-9]*(32|34|36|38|40|42|44|46|48|50|52)(
|\/|:|,|\.|-|$)*(32|34|36|38|40|42|44|46|48|50|52)?

For identifying generic sizes version 1:
(storlek|strl|stl|strlk|stlk|storleken|storl|size|storleksmärkt|stor
l|storlk|st|slk|str|passar)(?:\W)+(2xs|xxs|xs|s|m|l|xl|xxl|xxxl|xxxx
l|2xl|3xl|4xl)(?:\W|$)+((2xs|xxs|xs|s|m|l|xl|xxl|xxxl|xxxxl|2xl|3xl|
4xl)(?:\W|$))?

For identifying generic sizes version 2:
((storlek|strl|stl|strlk|stlk|storleken|storl|size|storleksmärkt|sto
rl|storlk|st|slk|str|passar)(?:\W)+)?(xxsmall|xx small|xxsmall|xsmall|x small|x-small|small|medium|large|xlarge|x large|xlarge|xxlarge|xx large|xx-large|xxxlarge|xxx large|xxxlarge|xxxxlarge|xxxx large|xxxx-large|2xlarge|2x large|2xlarge|3xlarge|3x large|3x-large|4xlarge|4x large|4xlarge)(?:\W|$)+(xxsmall|xx small|xx-small|xsmall|x small|xsmall|small|medium|large|xlarge|x large|x-large|xxlarge|xx large|xxlarge|xxxlarge|xxx large|xxx-large|xxxxlarge|xxxx large|xxxxlarge|2xlarge|2x large|2x-large|3xlarge|3x large|3x-large|4xlarge|4x
large|4x-large(?:\W|$))?
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